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BRINGING ENERGY TO THE PEOPLE:
r. Washington, D.C. and Ghana-

'Introduction The social studies curriculum at the sixth and
seventh grade levels consists of studies of
world cultures as' well as the physical geography-.
of the world. This unit covers both areas of
study in a comparative overview bf.two basic

''energy concdpts, which 'are: 1) energy is a basic
need in all cultures, and 2) energy use affects
the way people live.

In this unit students will be able to compare
Ghana with the Washington, D.C.. area in terms of
climate, geographic location, energy dependency,
aneservices that help people meet their needs.

-A time 'allotment for each of the ft:Air lessons h
been suggested, but will probably vary depen-
ding on such factors as the ability (z) the Btu-
dentS, interest, and how the unit islintegrated
into an existing 4pnit of study on Africa.

Each lesson contains complete teacher and stu-
dent materials and'suggestions for extending the
.learning beyond the classroom and for indepen-
dent study.

Lesson Title Target Audience

1. A Geographical Picture Social StUdies
of Two ,Cities

2. Tracing the Sources of Social-Studies and
Electric Power in Ghana & Science'

--\in.the Washington,' D.C. Area

3. Two Transportation Systems: Social Studies
How Are They Alike? How
Are They Different?

4. Howe. Is Electricity Used in Social Studies
Two Different Cultures?

5
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Lesson 1: A GEOGRAPHICAL PICTURE OF TWO OsITIES

* .

NOverview This lesson is intended to develop the student§'
\ .- understanding of the-exact geographic locations

of two Cities and the effects of-those locations
. .on each city. .

.--

Ob4ectives The studerit should be able to:
1. Locate-Ghana and Washington, D.C. using

longitude and latitude lines.
. 2. Discuss the climate in two capital cities--

ikcd'ra, Ghana and ?ashingtdn, D.C.

Materials World map or'globe.

Background To show.locatiop on a map-, map - makers use sets of
Information lines. One set runs north and south, the other

('Teacher Uge Only) . set runs east and west.
I

.,tines that Tun eastand wett
4-

are called, latitude
lines. ,These lines give .the position of ;a place
in,reference to the equator. Latitude. lines are

, parallel to the equator and are equidistant from
the-equator for their entire length around the-.
earth: Latitude lines are numbered from 0° to
90°; the equator. is and.the North Pole and
South Pole are. 90.V. To. avoid confuSion, the lat-
itude line at 4,0° betkeen the equator and the
North Pole," for example, is 4(" °' North latitude.
'In the same way, the 40° line between the equator
and the South Pole'ls 40° South latitude. The
latitude °Ca place *usually gives us some indi-
cation of theclimate. The low latitudes, 0° to
30° are near the equator. These places of low
latitudes are sometimes called the tropics. A
tropical climate is a hot climate throughout the
year because in this area the sun's rays are
mdst*direct. 'The middle latitudes, 30° to 60°'
north arid south of the equator, have very change-
able. weather and seasonAl changes. This area has
a temperate clithate. The high latitudes, 60° to

3
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90°, have a.cold climate. At 66 1/2° N latitude
and 66 1/2° S latitude, them is a day in, winter
wh n the sun neve; rises above 'the horizon.
They alo.have 6-\'clay in the summer when the sun
never gots helot./ the horizon.

Iqngitude lipes run from the North Pole to the
South Pcgeand meet at the poles. The distance
between any two longitude lines is greatest ate
the equator. Longitude lines are numbered in de-
grets from 0° at Greenwich,, England to 180° at
the International Date Line in thdoPacific Ocean.

Teaching Tell the'students that they are going to learn
Strategies how to locate places on &ap. 'Give the students

''a piece cf paper. Tell them to:- aY draw a circles
and b) draw a line horizonVlly in the middle of
the circle.- This line represents the equator; it
divides the.earth into two prts, the northern
hemisphe and the AOuthern hemisph e. The '

northern hemisphere is between the. quator and the
North Pole and the southern hemisp ere is between

., the equator and the South Pole. Have the students
label the parts drawn.

-North Pole

1

-South Pole

Introducing and ' Latitude lines run parallel to the equator.
Developing ttle They are numbered from 0° to 90°. The-lines tell

Lesson us how far north or ,south a place is fv)m the
-equator. Have the students 4o to ,a map or glob
and find the lines of latitude. Have them ddte -
dine the latitude of the following places:

4

Lima, Peru (12?.5 latitude)
New Orleans (30°N latitude)

/Hive the students find other placel,with,the same
/ latitudes. (Tndianapolis; ',Peking, China)

Have the students go to themap and find 4g-
itik6 lines running from the North Pole to the
South Pole. Tell the students that these lines
give location for east or west. They, too, are
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Concluding the
Lesson

numbered in degrees like latitude line$. Have
the students find 0° longitude. Tell the students'
that this placevis in GreenWich, Englatid, and
thatthe decision to use Greenwich:was, made Many
years ago.i Show the students the International
Date Line At 180° East ox West longitude. Using
the map or globe,, have the students'find the .

longitude of the following plebes:

New Orleans
Hamburg, Germany
New Delhi, India -

Lima, Peru

(90 °W longitudp)
(10°E longitude)'`
(7.7°E longitude)
Y77.°W longitude)

When longitude and are used together,
you can find the exact location cif a place.
Have the students locate the follbwing:-

New Orleans (30°N
Lima; Peru (12°S
New Delhi,, India (28°S
Hamburg, Germany (53 !AT

4

latitA 90°W longitude)
latitude; 77°W longitude)
latitude-, 77°E longitude)
latitude; 10.°E longitude)

Tell the students that we are going to study t*o.s.
capital, cities, Accrat Ghana (Africa) and Washing-
ton,,D.t. Have the students locate the two cities.
Ask themto look at Map 1 and desCribe the kind
of climate they -would expect to find in Washing-
ton, D:C. and in Accra, Ghana. 4

Tell,the students that they will construct a
climagraph. (A graph which gis;es two sets of
data: temperature and precipitation.)

Make a copy of the.chart below and give to the
,students. The climagraph for the capital city,
Accra, Ghana, has ,.been done (see Chart 2). Use
the data and construct one for Washingtbn,

Climagraph, Months Temperature Precipitation (in inches)
Washington; D.C.

;4.

January
February
Marsh
April ,

May
,.June
July.
August
September
October
Nok/ember
December

33° F
38 -

42.

'50
55
62
71

1

2.3
2.7
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.2
3.7
4.0

-3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0

'or

A

.5
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Map 1 a.
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Latitude and Climat

Low Latitudes 0° to 30°
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Stud Climagraph for Accra, Ghana and Washington, D.C.-
Activity 1 c

.
-,

(Teacher's Copy) i sample climagraph. for Accr4.Ghana (Afric4)
(

°,-South Lafttade ° East,Longitude..

Months

January
February
March
April
May
June
July. -.

August
September
October
November
December

- Chart' 2

- -
.

2'
11

4.J 30z .
Z . .,900,4,-..

2,4, c E-, (4cd a) 8 < cy
).4 7 E.-. ..cF t , Oi-d

%via
IX C... C

. 4..,4.4
r.4) m 5 c..) ,-- /

%
li S4,3

4 cc
1-. 00 0 3

73 .' -20
3 J F M AM J J As 0

(months of the year.)
N

a

1
0

Chart

-Tem-
pera-'
ture
'f°F)

Climagraph for
° North

Washington,
Latitude

90

80

70

60

46

30

' 20

1-0

00

-10

-20

-30
J F

D.C.
° West Longitude

D

7

12

11

18

-9

7

6

5

4.

3

2

0

4.

0
H
E.
it4

HE''C
1:14

H0
47

3

Pfecil
pita-
tion
(inches)

a)

a')-I

,E4(;',

c c''

f.:.: CO

a'7, 0%

Lt.: 1.4

E-1

c
,--

___

M J J A S N

(mcinchs cf the year)

33.
38
42
50
55
62

71
77

'684
53
42
35

2.3
2.7
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.2
3.7
4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
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Overview

Objectives

Time Allotnient

Background
Information

(Tdacher Use Only)

V

Lesson 2: THE SOURCES OF ELECTRICITY IN GHANA
ANDIN THE GREATER.WASHINGTON, D.C.I

ARES

This lesson will compare the electrical power
sources of the nation's capital area, Washington,
q.c., and its suburbs, With Ghana 5 West Africa.

The 'student should be able to:
'1. Locate cities, power stations and dams,

on a map.
2. Use'a Map 'key to locate electrical ener-

gy sources.
3. Trace a route on a map.
4. Interpret symbols and scale on Maps.
5. Collect informatiop Irom special purpose

maps and charts.

One-two class periods.

The people of Ghana receive all. of their electrical
power from two-sources. The largest source is

.Akosombo:Dam located on the Volta River. The dam
was'completed in 1965 with aid from th'e United
States.'' The bulk' of its power goes to Accra,
the capital city, arkd Tema, the lagebt industrial .

city. The rest of the power-goes to other,major
cities in the southern region of the country. The
cities in the northern part of Ghana still rely
on diesel-generating plants for electricity.

The Akosombo Dam is located 70 miles from the
mouth of the Volta River, on Lake Volta. Lake

4 Volta is the world's, largest man-made lake. It .

came into being when the dam wasZbuilt; it is 250
miles long and covers 3,275 square miles. The
dam was built td supply electricity to the coun-
try. 'Thehydra-electric systeM consists of a

'Arock -filied dain, a power house and a transmission
'station. The power house contains six turbines
that drive six generators with a total generating
capacity of 912 Megawattb.

A

12
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Developing the
Lesson

10

The Potomac Electric Power Company prOvides''
eleetridal power to the Washifigton, D.C. area.'
(This area includes the nation's capital and
many portions of Prince George's County, Mont-

gomery County, inNaryllandm+Arbn
The canpany serves about. 643 s "juare miles. Six gemrsting

stations /power plants suppl y 4,286:megamattd of power

to over 2,000,000' people in the gmater.Wafalington area.

Give students the Factsheet/maps of.Ghana ana the USA

(Map 1) andhelp them draw comparisons between
the sources of power in Ghana and in the Greater

.

Washington, D.C. area. . . %

.
. .

1.;' What is the capital of Ghana? (Accra.)

ol

Of the United States? (Washington, .D.C.)
0 .,.Lt62.14...

2. Which capital city has the most
(WaShington, D.C. -- only a few.

3. What is the main industry in Ghana?'.2-
(Growing and exporting cocoa.) 1

'4. Where do people earn more money each.
year -- in Accra or in' Washington, D.C,?
(Washington, D.C.)

. -

) S. Look at the electrital,energy sources in

Marta on the map. Find the Volta River.
With your fihgers trace 'the Volta River
from its mouth to thejlkosombo Dam.' Use

your ruler and the map scale'to measure
the distance from the mouth of the Volta
River to the'VoltaDam. How'fak is it? c

(About 70

'10
Measure

poizer line 'from the dam, to Takoradi.
How many miles? Wh4t would this 'be. in

kilometems? (170*mities or 272 kilometers.)

6. Point to Lake yolta on the l ap. A few
-.years aga 80,000 people,lived on the
land now, covered-by the water in the dam.-
These people had to move ,somewhere elfe.

Where,do you think they moved to?
(Allow time for stpdpnt answers. Many.)

moved to Accra: You may wish to explain

that when big:krojc-cts likedabs,are'
Planned, goverhmefi,tshelP people to re-

S.
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locate in other places and often help
them find ,housing and jObs. Shofild
the discussion take this direct-Job,'
you may want to go into the feelfrOs-of
people toward - relocating in new places
and leaving old and familiar ones.)

'7., What energy sources are used to produce
electricity in Washington, DX. (Oil
and coal are used in power plants to
electricity. There are no hydroelecttIC
,stations.) f'

,

our finger and faint out the six
r stations in ana around the city

Washington. 'Whit kind of fuel does
T each use? (Dickerson- -coal; Potomac

Rivercoal; Buzzard Pointoil; ben-
ningoil; Chalk PoIntcoal and oil;
organtowncoal and oil.)

9% In which place do you think people Use
more electricety--Accra or Washington?
(In WashingtOn, D.C.)

9.,,

10. What do ,you think they use electricity
for? (Let students make as long a list
as they can in 1-2xlimg the uses of 'e;ec7
tricity.)

7

10. Where db.people depend on' electricity?
tWashington, D.C. At this point, you
may wish to expand the idea that all
places do not use as much electricity
as America does, that many countries have
always lived without as many appliances ,

and, conveniences. Now, however,smany
countries are beginning to deve,lop sources
of electric power to add-more Comfort to
their lives. Ghana is one of these'
countries. Irmany ways the people of
Ghana live'the same way Americans do,
but they do:not 'depend on electricity
as much.)

14'



Concluding the Rene r the times when the'electricity
.

went off?
Lesson Wha a-pliances wouldn't_runlanymore? How did,

you 1?- What things did you substitute for
ways to cook? To ,heat the house? For T.V. and
lights to read by?

Where does Washington, D.C. get its power if

the generating station/power plants, shut dm/Atli at
once?Where can the people of Accra get poi* something

' happens to the -electric power that canes nmml the
Akosornb6 Dam?

)

,e,,

Distribute copies of the CASe Study. Have'two
'

students take the parts of''--tha girls talking as

,.:.
the'rest of the class foliows along with the
story. _". .

. -.- '

, ,

Extending the Distribute copies of the Akosombvpam in Ghana., f'

:Lesson Have students use their lingers to trace_ . 1,, r,

the production of electric powerJfrom water powei.
Help them to trace-this by locating important 1.

words in'a finish-the-sentende.activity. ,

1. Water flows from the dam through
large pipe called a pehstock.

The, water then falls. on a wheel with
cprved'bla4es called i turbine and
makei it spin., -

The turbine' is connected to a generator:.
that-produces the l lectricity._

4.. The water is returned to the river
below_the dam thkough the tail race.

Note: The, higher the dam, the greater the
pressure of the falling water and the more
elealtricity it will produce. Ifthe water
level gets too high on Lake Volta, water
can run to the river below through the two
spillways located on.either side of the dam.,

Compare the Ghanaian system of producing el,ec-
tmicity.to a system in our country. 'Washington,
D.C., the nation's capital, is supplied with
electricity by six power plants of the Potomac
Electric

12
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Give each student a copy of Electrical Power.
Sources in tie Greater Waehington,,D.C:-Area'
(Map 2). Have the,students'study ihe pictute.

. In the Wathington, D,C. area electrical energy
-is produced by thermal energy:' 'This means
oil, or coal are used to Oroduce.electritity.
Look at the picture.,

1. The fuel Used in the Washingtop,D.C.
area to'produce electricity iS coal,.
oil:

r 2. 'It goes through special prOcessing and
then is sent into the furnace where
It is burned to predu e heat which is used
to boil water & create

m
3. The steamturns the tur ine which

'sends energy to the electrical generator;

!4. 'Electricity is sent through transformers
fortransMissioc and distribution.

Energy Source Look et .the diagram of the dam in Ghana and
Comparisons the power station in Washington.D.C: What do

you see that is familiar? (Transformer, gener-
ator, "turbine, transmision-'11ne.S.)

_What.is different? (Student: answers _will var.
Ow possible answer is: the.fuel dam is
water power so the-dam is a Aydro7electric
popre_c sourcb. The power station in Nashiniton,
D.C. uses coal or oil, sit is a thermal,
elaVtric poWe'r source.)

Look at the pictureof a Nuclear Generating Station.
What do you see Otat is similar to the fossil
fuel burning plant? (Steam,"turbine, condenser,
generator, transmission lines.)

What is different? (The fuel source is the major
difference.)

Sources 1. Energy-Environment SQurce Book, John M. Fowler.

2. Ghana '76: An gfficial Handbook, Govern-
ment Publication.

3. Chanaand Beyond Junior Secondarlf Geographies'
for West Africa, i'gip. Turner..

-

4.. PEPCO Annual Repork191k.

S



Map 1

Lessoh 2

Electrical power Sources in Ghana
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Ghana Factsheet

,' Capital City Accra
". Population of

Accra 633,880
Chief Industry Growing and

exporting cocoa
Average Income
per family
per yea $56



Map 2

Electrical Power Sources in the
ateater Washington, D.C. Area

(1.
Arlington County

Fairfax County

Chesapeake
Bay

Virginta

0 5 10

Scale -miles

PEPCO Service Arta

....;----Transmission Line
'(230 kv)

,i

PEPCO Generating Plants.
by Type

ewa Fueled

4,0i1 Fueled

Net Capacility
at December 31, 1976

1.Dickerson 548 MW
4.Pdtomac River - 458 MW
'03.Buzzard,Point 222 MW
4:penning 684 MW
5.Chalk Point 1262 MW
6.4organtown 1112 MW

U.S.A.
Washington, D.C.

Capital City
,Population of

Washington, D.C.
Chief Industry
,Average,InCome
per family each
year

Factsheet

Washington, D.C.

757,000
Government, shops,
many services
$191000.
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Student Case Study
Activity 3

What would happen 'if the lights went out? Lisa,

a seventh grader living ip the Washington, D.C.
area'and Caroline, a seventh,grader living in

Acqra, Ghana, are on a Washington, D.C. playground.
discussing their countries. The time is theoisum-

1.
c mer of 1977. (Note: Caroline speaks a more'

formal English because she -has been going to

schoolii--that have a.British influence. The
children in Ghana do not use as mutt st4vg as we °,

-do. .[Most Ghanaians have first names just like

those wd,have.])

Caroline:

Lisa:

I

When I came to_the _United States.,
thissummer something strange
happened. I was staying with my
Aunt in New York City and it had
been hbt all day., That night
there was aterrible storm. I

awoke and it was dark everywhere.
My Aunt told tie .there,was no
electricity in of NeW York
City. The)air conditioning was
off and the apartmefit was very,
hot. It was like 'that for 25
hours. People did not go to woxk
and some people got angry. Does

this happen often?

No. That was unusual. I think
it was an accident.
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Caroline: pid it ever 'happen in, Washifigton?

No, I don't think so. PEPCO
,

says it never happened here - yet.

'Lisa:

Caroline:

roline:

Caroline:

Lisa:

A

Caroline:.

Lisa:

What is PEPCO?

PEPCO is the Pot, mac Electric.
Power' Company. They make the
electricity here.

h, that's like our Electric
Corporation in Accra the capital
city. Accra is my hometown-and
it's the capital of'Ghana. Why
wouldn't the power fail here?

-I guess because we get noWer
from six cover plants/generating stations
around the 71shington area, and if one isn't
working the,othei-s could still work.

Suppose they all went out?
-

Mall., we belong to a network of
merw producers called the Pennsylvania,
'few Jersey, Maryland Interconnection. then
it's very It or very cold and we-need.more
power than we mice here, we can aetpower
from this interconnection. In an emergency
that's where the -power would come frost:

But if it would?

`Well, in-the,summer,,the air con-
, ditioning wouldn't work. That

would be awful: If you stay here
all summer you'll find Washington
really gets hot. Food might spoil
because the refrigerator would
be off too! And the subway wouldn't
work, so people would have a hard
time getting to work. And.there
wouldn'-t be any traffic lights, so
traffic would get tangled up.' There_
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wouldn't even be and I'd sure
miss that. But it would be worse
at night. Without street lights
you couldn't even be outside at
night.% It would be one grand mess!

Caroline: Would you go to school? ,

Lisa: Yes, we'd go to school no matter
what! 1.

-Sounds pretty bad. You really'
'depend on electricity.

Why, We couldn't even cook beause
a lot of homes use electric appliances.
And what would really be bad is we
couldn't even go to the shopping
centers or to the movies! That's
scary!

Caroline:

Lisa:

Caroline:, In my country, I don't think we
need ele4ricity as;=much as you do,

,

Lisa: You mean that if the electricity
_J went off, ybu would do the same

things you normally, do?

-
Caroline: I think so, Our temperature

$ stays pretty much they same so

we don't need electricitydefo".
heat our homes. It does not get
below.60°.

Lisa: But its hot in Ghana. How do you
keep cool?

Caroline: I'm used to-it and it doesn't
bother me.! We don't use,air con-
ditioners. .We "fan ourselves some-

/ times.

4
Lisa: How do you e6ek food, and keep

\. your food coldZ.

Caroline: My mother uses the charcoal pot
and cooks outside.- Grandnia does,
too. Most people in Ghana cook
this way. It's like a patio cook-
out - only Ghanaians cook this
way most of the time. We have a
refrigerator, but most hpmeb

r



Lisa:

Caroline:

don't have them. We buy fresh meats
and vegetables every day from the
market.

What about reading and T.V.?
.

4

Well, at night if the lights were
out, I woild use a candle or an
oil lamp. Most Ghanaians dOn't
have a T.V--set so we wouldn't
miss it.

Lisa: So a power blackout wouldn't bother
you?

Caroline: Oh, yes! But it wouldn't be as
bad as it is.hvre. Pedple could
still go to work because we
would use electricity from diesel
power plants.

)

Lisa: Could you get power;from other
countries, like thegIvory Coast
or Togo?

J Caroline: No, we sell a lot of energy to
Togo and we don't have an inter.:-
connection as you called it.
All of our electri4ty comes from
AkoSombo Dam or diesel generating
plants or from candles, oil lamps

,1/410

and charcoal stoves.
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Lesion TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS ARE ALIKE,
AND DIFFERENT

Overview Tiansportation systems provided y-two cities
'" and national governments are des ribed in this
lesson. The relationship between energy use and
various methods of transporting people and goods
is pointed out, especially as these .relate to
existing.facilities.

r.
- Objectives

0

The student should be able to:
1. Measure and compare distances.
2. Locate places and trace routes on a

aeries of maps.
3. List the Ad ntages-and disadvantages of

I
high energy use in transportation syStems.'

*
1-'

Time Allotment One-two class periods.

Teaching Open the lesson by pointing to the word Trans-
Strategies portation on the Chalkboard and get the defini-

tion from the class. Ask: Why is transportation
important?, Place the question on board and
encourage students6to speculate on what their
city,would be like without.this service.

D'eveloping the Part 1 Railroads in the United States
Lesson A

Direct the attentionef'the class to the map
showing U.S. Railroads. Point out that this map
does not show all of the railroad lines. A map
like that woulTlie too difficult to read. With
desk atlases or a wall map, ask students to lo-
cate and 'print the names of the cities that have
several railroad lines crossing them. Dots on
the'map will helpthem find these cities.

When students Haire fini'shed this part, ask: What
other transportation forms do you think these
cities might h e? (Airlines, highwaq systems,
subways, ships iver barges, etc.)

ti
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Ask: According to thpmap, can people and things
get t ashington, D.C. by rail? Ask the students
to tr ce_the rail routes into the capital by
using'their finger or tracing the lihes with a
pencil. _/

.

%

Using Washington, D.C, as a starting point,',have
students trace a southern route to the west
coast. Have then trace a northern route, taking
imaginary goods from Washington to a place in
California. Locate a route that will take them
from coast to 'coast through the central parts of
thenation.' Encourage students to speculate on
the advantages of coast to coast rail service.
How do railroads link the continent frolii north
to south? Discuss how the railroads help the.
United States. How do they help cities?

Railroads in Ghaha
.

Distribute the map showing railfoads in Ghana.
Have students locate the places where, railroad
lines teem-to be Concentrated. Have them traoet
various routes with their 'fingers,." point -but
that Ghana's railrogd system is Iodated almost VI;

entirely in the south. You mi4ht mention that
these tracks are of special importatice in gettin44
cocoa to marketplaces" and shipping ports,. Tiack
length is nearly 592 miles. Main lines run from
Accra to Kumasi. This is called .the Eastern Line.,
The Western Line connects the cities of Takoradi,
and Kbrasi. The Central Line runs westward to
join the Westerff_Line at Huni Valrey. Shortef.
lines of track-connect resource sites to distri-
bution centers and are not shown on the map. 'Point
out that"-he numbers on the map show the distanAs
,between towns. Have studefits compute, distances
by adding several together to get a total. AsJ'

a series of questions such as: Suppose "I want

to take cocoa to from . How far
would the .train travel?

Another activity could involve making tap time
..schedules for the trains. Have an interested
group of students make up a distance and.time
chart and telly their ideas to the class.

Ask students whit goods they think are transported.

to and from the northern parts of Ghana. A

geography text should help them find these pro-
),

ducts. Contrai the railroads in Ghana with the
network of rail lines in the United States.

24



Have students use'the string measure to -find
- distances and answer the three questions on the0

map showing t4e railroads inighana:

Answers to Questions on Railroads in Ghaha

1. Yes. Train'would have to- go from Kumasi ,to

Konongo then travel south to Koforidua and
Kotoku. From there the train would travel'
southeast to Tema. It would be just a short
hop south from Tema\ to Accra. Going the
other ,wa-y -round would require much more time.

At least 200 miles.

3. Nearly 600 miles. The United States has
vastly more miles of track.

If the class's interest .takes this turn, discuss
whether the railrpsds are "finished" as a major
means of transpOtation. Have students think
about jammed highways and crowded oairways:
Should a new age of railroad building get under-
way? Can railroads send more goods and people
on their way with less energy than trucks and
busses- can?

Introduce a comparison between Ghana and the
Washington, D.C. metropolitan area. The com-
parison should emphasize the two capital cities,
rather than geographic size. Ghana is nearly 14
times the size of the Washington, D.C. area.
Ghana has an area of 92,000 square miles; Washing-
ton metropolitan about 6,700. Students might
like to find a state that had a land area com-
parable to Ghana's. An atlas or a World Almanac
are useful reference books. Ghana and the state
of Oregoh are close.

String Show students how to use a piece of stringy as a
Measuring ,measuring instrument. Use an overhead.projector

Instruments to show them how. Lay a piece of string over a
boundary line on a world map. ,The length of
string can then be measured against the scale line
on the map. Div,ide'thp class into groups of four
students each and giVe each group too pieces of.
string about 10 inches fbhg (25 cm.). Have stu-
dents locate and find states in the U45. that
comprise nearly the same area as Ghana. See below.
Have students use their-string measure in dbm- '

pleting the exercises in Part 2.

25
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Concluding 'the
Lesson

26

A

NOTE: Students should be informed that the con-
version from inches to Miles needs to be made -

before multiplying length times-width. Other-

wise 4he conversion factor needed is 1 sq. in.

(250) or 64500 square miles.

Assign a s
draw a map
scale so t
Gharlp on-t

Have a gr
the numbe
area (e.g
area to b
'stance,
of 2" = 2
would coy
bulletin b

11 group of 'interested students to
of the entire,U.S. on different
at the apparent areas of the U.S. and-
e-maps are about the same size.

(AL

up of student% measure area by counting
of standard mnits of measurement for
square, inch) required to cover the

measured. To do thip, in this in-
ana's map woyld be better on a scale
0 miles, so that six 1-inch squares

it. Put the finished maps on then
ard.

30-
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Railroads in Ghana ,
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1. Can you send cocoa from Kumasi to Accra by train?
What would be the most direct route?

2. row far by train is,it from Sgrsondi to Accra?
What is the route?

.

3. Use your. string measure to find the total nurber
of riles of railroad track in Ghana. Now many
miles do you estimate? flow does the total number
compare to the Uniteq States?
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Part 2 Highways and Roads in Ghana

Distribute the map showin main roads in Ghana.
You may wish to tell th students that Ghana has
approximately 20,000 miles of roads in the nation.
of this number 2,400 miles, have hard surfaces.
The road network in the south is generally ade-
quate for the people's needs. However, roads in
the central and northern section are scarce. Most
towns of any size can be reached by a Good road,
even In the more remote north.

Ask: What do people need roads for? How do
people use roads-in,placee where the are few -

carp? (Elicit the response of busses, foot tra-
vel, bicycles.) Have students take an imaginary'
trip4on a bus travelling from CapeCoast to
Navrongo., Trace the route north on the map that
would get them there most directly. Which would
be the most indirect and involve crossing the
lake on- a ferry boat?

NOTE: Ghanaians who want to reach loileir destina-
tion quickly travel on one of the large modern
busses owned by the State Transport Corporation.
This bus usually operates only between the main.
towns and makes feet/ stops. ,The National Omnibus,
however, stops at many villages and is used by
those not in a hurry. Bicycles are widely 'used
for individual transportation and for some
trading of goods.

- Distribute a highway map of the region in the
United States where your studerits.live. Have
students compare the system with one part of
Ghana. Where would your students expect to find
the most gasoline and diesel fuel used--in Ghana
.orthe.U.S.?

Have students answer the questionq on the Highway
and Road map,of Ghana. Answerstto questions are:

1. ApprOximately 220 miles.
. 2. 150 miles. at

3. Walk; carry goods by hauling them on
tLedr heads or backs or by pulling.

29
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Highways and Roads in Washington, D.C.

People in Washington, D.C. depend g 'eatly on a
highway system.' Most workers get, their jobs
in privately owned cars on modern. reeways. How-
ever, people are 'beginning to use the mass tran-
sit system mote often. This.systeM combines the
subway and the bus system. Terminals can be
found at the airport and.at the railroad station.

Have students look at a road map of the Washington
area, which is available at any gas station.
Have them compare the highway system to Ghana's
in terms of service and energy use. Discuss the
energy that went into the building of the U.S.

- -highways2--frot the ga.soline_in this car to
the oil-based asphalt paVing. ,

1
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Travel by Highways and Roads in Ghana
;
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Questions

1. How far is it from Accra to Kintampo:
2 From Tema to Sekondi?
2. In case of a very heavvrain, -how do you

suppose people move their goods or get to work?
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Part 3. Air Travel in Ghana

Distribute the map shdwing international air
f- routes from Ghana to airpbrts in Europe and the

Middle East. Students may have some trouble
reading a map with this perspective. Help them
to locate Accra. Tell students that Ghana provides
air service to three other cities which are not
shown on the map. Have students use the previous
maps and write in these three cities: Kumasi,
Takoradi, and Tamale.

32
4

Air Travel in Washington, D.C. (or in your region)

Show students an airline map servicing your region.
Poinbt out the frequency of service on a domestic.
air.schedule and the type of aircraft used.
Both these make interesting comparisons to domes-
tic flights ouf of Washington, D.C. arid-out of

Ghana.

-
How do two cities. compare in energy used to
transport people. and things by air? Which uses
more energy to get things there fasterGhana or
Washington, D.C. (or your own city, if students
would prefer to work with these data)?

Have students look at the map and scale and cm:-
pute the following distances in, air miles and
answer the questions on the map.

1. From Accra to London, England. (3200 miles.)

2. From Accra to Rome, Italy. (2600 miles.)

3. From Accra,to Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.
(2600 miles.)

4. You could go directly from Accra to
LOndon. Then leave London for Litbon.
A more roundabout way would take one froth

Accra to D.ikar to Las Palmas to Lisbon.

5. Accra to Dakar. Dakar to New York.

V



Travel by Airplane in Ghana

The fastest method of travel in Ghana is by air.
Only a small number of people go by air, however.
One reason is that there are only four cities
that provide airports. These are Accra, Kumasi,
Takoradi, and Tamale. Can you think of a reason
why there are so few airports. and air flights

1k
leaving Ghana?

Amsterdam

o Kotoka Airport, Accra" "Frankfurt
Ot'ler ;Airports :ParisGhana Airwais Flights 4 .'24rIch

--- --Otner Flights Gerrrya. .

Las patty-Iasi

To
New
York

Lisbon

Beirut

Dakar

Bathurst eBarr.i.n.

Freetown!

Oij,on Vbc!

Khartoum.,.

X .

sj

'Kano
Ababa

- ...................
... 1 To Nairobi

and Entebbe

Dotrala 0 200 400 600 800 tildes
To Johannesburg

Questions 1. How many miles is it from Accra to London,
fngland?

2. How far from Accra to Rome, Italy?
/

3. How far from Accra to Addis Ababa, Ethiopia?,
4. Describe.two routes you cbuld take to get

from Accra to Lisbon.
5. lkow-wtuld you get from-Accra to New York?

3=
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Part 4 Seaports in Ghana

There are,two modern seaports in GhanaTema
and Takoradi. Both are artificially constructed.
The country has no natural harbors. Before these
two ports were constructed all cargo had to be
loaded onto surf boats and canoes and taken to
ships anchored offshore in the open Gulf of
Guinea. Surf boats were used mainly at Accra,
Winneba, Cape Coast, and Sekondi. Water trans-
port is the cheapest way of sending goods:

Find the two modern seaports in Ghana. What do
you think is sent on boats to other countries?

AP (Hint: Look back at the Factsheet on Map 1 in
Lesson 2. Cocoa is_the_leading export.)

Seaports in Washington D.C.

Point to the city of WA hington on a.wall map or
have your students use heir desk atlases. The
Potomac.River is used-fo pleasure crafts'and for
barge travel. Oil trave s hy.tankers and barges
to the city of Washington on the Chesapeake Bay
and up the Potomac. Howe r, Washington does
not'have a deep seaport.

Have your students compare their region's water
ways with those of Ghana's. Use texts and easily
available maps. Invite a boat captain to come to
the class to talk about the uses'of waterways in:
your particular region.

4ncludlng Use the following table to help you make s ome

Parts 1, 2, 3 and 4 true statements about how energy is used in Ghana
and in Washington, D.C.

Bicycles
Walking 1.7 times the energy required for bicycling.
Busses 6.0 times the energy required for bicycling.
Railroads 9.5 times the energy required for bicycling.
Cars 24 times the energy required for bicycling.
Airplanes 54 times the energy required for bicycling._-:

4

questions to help yoll get_started:
-

1. Which place uses the most energy?
2.Whichhaspeople,doingmorethirga ?
3. Does doing things require energy?
4. Does going faster, higher, more often,; `and

by more people mean using more energy?
5. ',W1.1A-t does the table tell you about energy and

34 the way people live in the United States?
Ini6hana?



Lesson 4: HOW IS ELECTRICITY USED IN WASHINGTON, D.C.
AND IN GHANA? BY WHOM? -WHERE DOES MOST (IF'

IT COME FROM?

Overview In this legson the student will study the electrical
energy consumption in two parts of'the world.
Emphasis will be placed qp population and per capi-
ta energy consumption.

Objectives The student should be able to:.
1. Compare electrical use in Washingtoro,D.C.

, and in Ghana by using a bar graph.
2. Predict trends from prepared information.
3. Interpret a table.

Time Allotment Four class periods.

Background Electricity in the Washington, D.C. area has been
Information a basic need for the total population for many

.Teacher Use Only) years. Electricity in Ghana was used as early
as 1914, but its people were not significantly
dependent on it until after the Akosombo Dam was
completed in 1965.

r
The use of electrical energy is on the rise in
Ghana. As of 1976, only approximately 35% of its
total'population had electrical service, but the
_demand for electricity is constantly increasing.
To meet these demandsL,Another dam will be built.
As more electkical exrgy becomes available to
the people of Ghana and they become more energy
dependent, you will'find,that they too will demand
and consume more and more.

Note: This lesson is composed of four sets of
activities. Each set of activities is designed
to help students understand the dependence bf
people in, the Washington, 'D.C. area on electrical
energy; and the emerging energy dependency in
the country bIN,Ghana. 1

o
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In each activity there are questions and problems
that 'involve large numbers. Mahy of thdm have °

been rounded off so that arithmetic opera-
ti-ons for the studentp Will, in mdst cases,
be simplified.

(In'some cases, it may be necessary to help
students set up the problem and helpethem
finethe solution,)

Student Energy _Use in Ghana
Activity 1

ofi;

D' actions: Look carefully at the bar graph.
n answer each question below.

1. The vertical axis is the straight up and
down line. What does.it show?
(Millions of KWH of energy consumed in Ghana

'" between J965 and 1972.) .
.

2. .The horizo4a1 axis runs across from left
to right. How many years are'shown?
(Eight years.)

3. What year. shows the most energy being used?
(1972.)

4. What trend do you see developing energy
use in'Ghana?
(Energy use is increasing each year.)

.4114L Energy lase in Ghana took a big juMp upward"
between 1966 and 1967. What do'yc5U think

used such a big' jump?
3 completion of the Akosombo Dam.)

4
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Student
Activity 2

4

Energy Use in Washington, D.C.,

Directions:. Look carefully at the bar graph.
Answer each question.

1. What does,the vertical axis show?
(Millions of KWH of energy consumed in Washing-

--
ton., D.C. between 1965 and 1972.)

2. How many'yeari are shown on the horizontal
axis?
(Eight years.)

3. What year shows the largest amount of energy
being used?
(19/72.)

4. What trends do you see?
LOriergy use is increasing each yea-r.)

. Co pare the energy usein Washington with
Gh na. What true statementcould-you make?'

(A sp:ers will vary. Two possibilities fdllov.

Th re has been a steady increase in the use_
of"electricity overlithe past eight years.
OR Washington, D.C. uses more electricity .'

than all of-Ghana.)

38
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Student Comparincl' : }se in the Nation of Ghana
Activity 3 and Cne City In the United State's:

Vashincton, D.C.

t

40

Look carefully at the two bar graphs again.
Perrcr tbat 1.han we 'Ise electricity, we call it
using kilowatt hours (KWH). Answer these 'questions:

1. Which-5\ace was using more electricity in
196'4?
(Wash.lr.gtcn, D.'C.)

2. 'Look carefully at the numbers for kilowatt
hotirs in 1965 on both graphs. Which place--
Washington, D.C. or Ghana--used more than seven
times as nuch electricity?
(;:ashing7cn, D.C.)

3. Which pla.ce started off the six years with much
higher electrical Ise--Gh90 or the city of
Washington?
(Was:Ii;:gton, D.C.)

4. Is enct.;icity use growing in both places?
Why o; why not?
(Yas. Graphs show nearly steady growth in
electrical use.)

5. Why do you suppose Au could not easily graph
the kilowatt hours for the entire United States
and compare this with Ghana? What do you think
the graph would look like?
(Unless you chanqed th6 scale, the graph for the
Ur.:ted Ztatc's could be huge compared to the
natirn of '.Tana, *which has only recently begun

rcre cases' for electricity.)

5. Which glace crcbaply has more fights, air-
ccneitioning, appliances? How can comparing
th two gr-,nhs help you decide?

a.r.)

T' ich 7] ,c;-: prr.,ba'cly burns more fossil fuels
to riAkn

,N
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Latitude and Climate

Low Latitudes 0° to30°
Tropical climate --
Tropical savanna --

Middle Latitudes 30° to
Humid subtropical -

hot all year round.
a dry season and wet seaspn.

60° (/

- summers warm ana humid,
winters mild (seasonal
,changes and very changeable'
weather).

High Latitudes 60° to 90°
Tundra -- winters are very cold (in the extreme

north and south it is cold
all year round).
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Student Climagraph for'Accra, Ghana and Washington, D.C.
Activity 1

A sample climagraph for Accra, Ghana (Africa)
South Latitude ° East Longitutude
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Climagraph fin' Washington, D.C.
o North Latitude ° West Longitude
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January 33 2.3 0
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February 38 2.7

-March 42 3.0

April 50 3.0
May 55 3.0
June 62 3.2
,July 71 3.7
August 77 r 4.0
September '68 3.5
October 53 3.0
November 42 2.5

\ December 35 2.0
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Lesson- 2
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Electrica Power Sources in Ghana
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4
Ghana Factsheet

Capital City
Populati6n of
Accra
Chief Industry

Average Income
per family
per year

Accra

633,880
Gcowing and

exporting cocoa

$560



Map 2

Electrical Power Sources in the
Greater Washington, D.C. Area

PEPCO.Service Area

Transmission Line
(230 kv)

PEPCO Generating Plants
by Type

'Coal Fueled

0i1 Fueled

Net Capacility
at December 31, 1976

1.Dickerson ,
2.Potomac River
3.Buzzard Point
4.Benning
5.Chalk Point
6. Morgantown

*548 MW
458 MW
222 MW
684 MW,

1262 MW
1112 MW

U.S.A
Washington, D.0

CapitalAcity
Populaeron of
Washington, D.0
Chief Industry
Average Income
per family each
year

Factsheet

Washington,-D.C.

757-000
_-

Government, shCOs,--.

many services
$19,000



Student Case Study
\. Activity 3

I

ex

What would happen if the lights went out? Lisa,
a seventh grader living in the Washington, D.C.
area and Caroline, a seventh grader living in
Accra, Ghana, are on a Washington, D.C. playground
discussing their countries. The time is the sum-
mer of 1977. (Note: Caroline speaks a more
formal English because she has been going to
schools that have a British influence. The
'children in Ghana do not use as much slang as we
do. [Most Ghanaians have first names just like
those we have.])

Caroline:

Lisa:

When I came to the United 'States
this summer something strange
happened. I was staying with my
Aunt in New York City and it had
been hot all day. That night
there was a terrible storm. I

awoke and it was dark everywhere.
My Aunt told me there was no
electricity in all of New York
City. The air conditioning was
off and the apartment was very
hOt. It was like that for 25
hours. People did not go to work
and some people got angry. Does
this happen often?

No. That was unusual. I think
it was an accident.

1
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Caroline:

Lisa:

Did it ever happen,in Washingto

Np, I d n't think so. PEPCO
says it ever happened here -*yet.

Caroline: What is P PCO?

.
,

Lisa: PEPCO is the Potomac Electric
Power C.i.any. They make the
electri ity here.

Caroline:

Lisa:

Oh, that's like our Electric
Corporation in Accra the capital
city. Accra is my ho town and
it's the capital of a. Why
wouldn't the power I here?

I guess becaUse we get power

-

from' six power plants/generating stations
around the '..htshington area, and if one isn't

worldng the others could sill work.

Caroline: Suppose they all went out?

Lisa: Well, we belong to a network of
energy producers called the Pennsylvania,

New Jersey, Maryland Intercomecticn. When
it's very hot or very cold and we heed more
newer the* we make here, we can wet power

from this:interconnection. In an emergency
that's where the power would come fram.

Caroline: But if it would?

Lisa: Well,,in the summer the air con-
ditioning wouldn't work. That
would be awful! If you stay here
all summer you'll find Washington
really gets hot. Food might spoil
because the refrigerator would
be off too! And the subway wouldn't
work, so people would have a hard
time getting to work. And .thee
wouldn't be any traffic lights so
traffic would get tangled up. There

r')



wouldn't even be T.V., and I'd sure
mj.ss that. But it would be worse
at night. Without street lights
you coul even be outside at
night. would be one grand mess!

Caroline: Would you go to school?

Lisa:

4

Caroline:

Lisa:

Caroline:

Lisa:

Caroline:

Lisa:

Caroline.:

Yes, we'd go to school -- no matter
what!

Sounds pretty bad. You really
depend on electricity.

Why, we couldn't even'cook because -t

a lot of homes use electric appliances.
And what would really be bad is we
Couldn't even go to the shopping
centers or to the movies! That'p
scary!

In my country, I don't think we
need electricity as much as you do.

You mean that if the electricity
went off, you would do the same
tgings you normally do?

I think so. Our temperature
stays pretty much the same, so
We don't need electricity to .

heat our homes. It does not get
below 60°.

4
But it's hot in Ghana. How do you
keep cool?

I'm used to it and it doesn't ,

bother me. We don'tjuse air cop -,
ditioners. We fan ourselves some-
times.

Lisa: ,How d9 you cook food, and keep
ydur food cold?

.

My riaher uses the charcoal .pot
and cooks outside. Grandma does,
too. Most people in Ghana cook
this way. It's like a' -patio cook-
out - only Ghanaians cook this
way'most of the time. We have a
refrigerator, but most homes
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,Lisa:

Caroline:

p.

don!t have them. We buy fresh meats
and vegetables every_day from the

market.

What about reading and T.V.?

Well, at night if the lights were
out, I would use a-candle or an
oil lamp, Most Ghanaians don't
Piave a T.V. set so we wouldn't
miss it. .

Lisa:' So a power blackout wouldn't bother

you?

- Caroline: Oh,' yes! But it wouldn't be as
..`bad as it is here. People could

still- go to work ,because we
would use ricity from diesel
power plan

Lisa: Could you eget power frqm other.-
countries, like the Ivory'Coast
or Togo?

Csrolinl: ot, we sell a lot of ene to

_Togo and we don)t have an later.:

connection as you called it,

All of our elstricity comes from

Akosombo-Dam diesea. generating
plants or from candles, oil lamps
and charcoal stoves. 7

P
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Steam Turbine Generator
Electric

=-_

Transmission Lines

Tr nsformer

fr'r
[ ,,I,

Substation

Power Station in Washington, D.C.
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Railroads in Ghana

UPPER VOLTA.
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1
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GULF OF GUINEA

EMA
ACCRA
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1. Can you send cocoa from Kumasi to Accra by train?
What would be the most direct route?

2. How far by train is it from Sekondi to Accra?

What is the route?
3. Use your string measure to find the total number

of miles of railroad track in Ghana. How many

miles do you estimate? How does the total number
compare to the United States?
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Travel by Highways and Roads in Ghana
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Questions

SEKONDI GULF OF GUINEATAKORADI

" *gm. Internet Iona Sounded..
Alin Roods

1. How far is it from Accra to Kintampo/
2 From Tema to Sekondi?
2. In catie,of a very heavy rain, how do yo14.

ifippose peoplos move their goods or get tcTwork?
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Travel by Airplane in Ghana.

The fastest method of travel in Ghana is by air.
Only a small number of people go by air, however.
One reason is that there are only four cities
that provide airports. These are Accra, Kumasi,
Takoradi, and Tamale. Can you think of a reason
why there are so few airports and air fights
leaving Ghana?

Kotoka Airport Accra
Other Airports
Ghana Airways Flights

------ - Other Flights

labon

Las Pal Inas.

To
New
York

Dakar

Bathurst Bamal.to

Amsterdam
aFrankturt

a i.:*20rich
Genttyab.

Beirut

Freetown

Robertsf ref Cra

bidia

Khartoum..

. .
'Kano ---

---- .-s.Addis Ababa
..............

............... ............ To Nairobi
and Entebbe

Douala 0 200 400 600 BOO Miles

To Johannesburg

Questions 1. How many miles is it from Accra to London,

England?
2. How far from Accra to Rome, Italy?

3. How far from Accra to Addis Ababa, Ethiopia?

4. Describe two routes you could take to get
from Accra to Lisbon.

5. How would you get from Accra to New York?



Lesson 4

Student Energy Use in Ghana
'Activity 1

Directions: Look carefully at the bar graph.
Then answer each question below.

1. The vertical axis is tft straight up and
down line. What does it show?

2. The horlzontal axis runs across from left
to right. How many years are shown?

3. What year shows the most energy being used?

4. What trend do you see developing about energy
use in Ghana?

Energy use in Ghana took a big jump upward
between 1966 and 1967. What do you think
caused such a. big jump?

r
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StUdent Energy Use in Washington, D.C.
',Activity 2

Directions: Look carefully at the bar graph.
Answer each question.

°

1. What does the vertical axis show?

2. How many years are shown on the horizontal
axis?

3. What year shows the largest amount of energy
being used?

4. What trends do you see?

5. Compare the energy use in Washington with
. Ghana. What true statement could you make?

67

A
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Student Comparing Electricity Use in the Nation of GhanaActivity 3 and One City 'in the United-States:
Washington, D.C.

Look carefully at the two bar'graphs
Remember that when we use electricity, we calk it
using'kilowatt hours (KWH).* Answer these questions:

1. Which place was-using more electricity in
1965?

I.

2. Look carefully 'at the numbers for kilowatt.
hours in on both graphs. Which plaoe--
Washingto41111.C. or Ghana--used more than,
seven times as much electricity?

3. Which place statted off the six years with much
higher electrical use--Ghana or the city of
Washington?

.

.4. Is electricity -,use growing in both placei.
why or why not?

O
. -

5. Why do you suppose you could,Abt easil .graim.0
. the kilowatt hours for the entire Un ted States
4 and compare this with Ghana? What d4-you think

.
,

fa the graph would look like ip {,
. N

6. Which place probably has more lights, air-
.,cond4ioning, appliances? How can cQmparing 6.%

the two graphs help you decide?
.

. Which place p obably burns more fossil fuels
to make elvctr city?

a

W.
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